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Adapting to the New Normal 
with Safe Re-Entry Solutions
In the spring of 2020, organizations worldwide felt the impact of COVID-19. With 
the sudden urgency to close down facilities, or switch to remote work, many found 
themselves in new territories regarding their day-to-day operations. Those who 
could not switch to remote work, such as industrial manufacturing facilities, found 
themselves halting or reducing production, creating a large loss to their revenue 
and efficiencies. 

This disruption caused many facilities managers to evaluate how to get employees 
safely back into production environments, and how to do it quickly and securely.
With an evolving list of recommendations from the CDC and EEOC, organizations 
have to adapt to new operational processes to keep people safe as they begin to 
re-open facilities. At a minimum, this requires the ability to securely monitor the 
health of people entering facilities, implement social distancing practices, and 
identify and isolate potentially infected people.

The impacts of COVID-19 uncovered a growing need for future-proofed 
industrial production solutions that are secure, modular, and scalable to 
meet today and tomorrow’s needs.
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Meeting CDC Requirements 
for Safe Re-Entry
With an urgent need to effectively identify and isolate potentially infected 
people, the CDC has created a set of guidelines and requirements for safe 
re-entry of workplaces and facilities. These guidelines generally fall into three 
categories: 

• Pre-screening: Symptom assessment and/or surveys prior to entry into 
the building

• Facility monitoring: Policies and configurations to ensure social 
distancing practices are met, as well enforcement of proper mask wearing

• Contact tracing: Log of people who have entered, and when, to perform 
contact tracing in the event of a potential exposure

CDC safe  
re-entry requirements:

• Temperature screening 
prior to entry

• Contact tracing

• PPE/mask compliance

• Social distancing policies

• Sanitation of infected areas
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ThingLogix Workwatch™: Advanced 
Compliance Management Solution 
Powered by OnLogic
Workwatch: Enabling safe re-entry

ThingLogix Workwatch is a resource and compliance management system hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS), 
leveraging AI technology to detect and prevent potential exposures. This complete market ready solution is modular in 
design, allowing manufacturing facilities to choose the right level of management and custom feature set that meets both 
their production requirements and employee safety needs. With a cloud-hosted integration API, industrial organizations can 
seamlessly manage the solution components across their entire solution portfolio, from thermal screening platforms, to AI-
enabled mask detectors and social distancing beacons.

OnLogic: The gateway collecting edge data

Workwatch is powered by OnLogic Helix 500 Industrial Computer, built with Intel’s 10th generation Comet Lake processor 
at its core. Helix by OnLogic offers a rich set of peripherals including: three display ports, three USB ports, multiple 
communication capabilities, and fanless hybrid cooling powering Workwatch to help ensure your solution is reliable, 
available, and scalable as your needs grow. Not every application will need this level of performance, which is why OnLogic’s 
products can be tailored with varying ruggedness, performance, and connectivity to meet the needs of individual projects.
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Out-of-the-box  
configuration

Workwatch is a modular 
solution that can be deployed 
with the OnLogic gateway 
and connected to the desired 
AWS account within minutes

Configured to meet 
compliance regulations

The intuitive management 
interfaces makes it easy to 
anonymize personal data 
and log employee records in 
a safe and secure manner

Real-time  
monitoring

AI-powered technology 
captures real-time data 
to monitor for contract 
tracing, entry screening, 
temperature checks, social 
distancing compliance, and 
PPE compliance

Built for scalability  
and affordability

Modular features 
and solutions enable 
organizations to choose the 
configuration that makes the 
most sense for their needs in 
the long term

ThingLogix Workwatch™: Advanced Compliance Management Solution Powered by OnLogic

Together, ThingLogix and OnLogic provide an AI-driven solution on AWS, allowing manufacturing firms to act on real-
time sensor data with worksite and task management solutions for efficient production. 
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ThingLogix Resource and 
Compliance Management 
System Powered by OnLogic
ThingLogix Workwatch is comprised of a number of secure, modular, and scalable 
components to provide an AI-driven solution that acts on real-time sensor data:

• Workwatch web application connects to a number of modular devices such as 
web cameras, mobile applications, video feeds, and sensors to capture real-
time data

• UWB, BLE, and LoRAWAN sensors track and monitor who has been in the 
facility and when, for contact tracing purposes

• OnLogic Helix 500 Industrial Computer built with an Intel’s 10th Generation 
Comet Lake processor is the gateway which collects the edge data from the 
cameras and sensors and provides a secure path to data storage on the cloud

• AWS provides the flexible, scalable, and reliable cloud environment that 
Workwatch is hosted on
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ThingLogix Resource and Compliance Management System Powered by OnLogic

The cloud-hosted integration API enables manufacturing firms to develop a safe re-entry plan, meet compliance requirements, 
automate alerts, and build reports on safe re-entry practices. 

The Workwatch market ready solution is composed of devices that meet the changing needs of your facility, including thermal/
optical cameras, beacons placed at the entry points of facilities, and a mobile application for pre-screening prior to entry. These 
features can be utilized on their own, or leveraged together to create a comprehensive safe re-entry solution at one, or many, 
entry points across a building.

Interface Devices

Thermal Camera

Local Video Feed

Workwatch Web App

Mqtt Client Microservice 
messages to AWS IoT 

Core

Stream Processor
Microservice

Positioning
Microservice

ICI Camera Producer
Microservice

Optical Camera
Microservice

BLE/ LP-WA/ UWB

Optical Camera

Workwatch Mobile 
App
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Safe Re-Entry with AI-Enabled Features
ThingLogix Workwatch is modular in nature, allowing organizations to customize the feature sets that 
make the most sense for their needs:

Thermal screening

Manned or un-manned kiosks to scan boarding 
passes and perform pre-entry temperature 
checks with thermal cameras

Social distance beacons

Real-time location tracking to ensure social 
distancing practices are being upheld

Pre-entry surveys & boarding passes

Symptom assessment surveys to unlock daily 
boarding passes to enter facilities

Hygiene compliance

Smart-zones ensure accountability, traceability, 
and compliance with sanitation needs

Contact tracing

Live data log of people who have entered the 
building, when, and for how long

High volume screening

Automated symptom checking and temperature 
monitoring ensures quick, safe access for crowds 
within a busy manufacturing floor

Custodial task management

Management of daily production tasks with log of 
completion each day
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Customer Success: Reopening 
Manufacturing Facilities

Challenge: Maintaining production levels and worker safety
A global building materials company was concerned with how they could maintain 
work efficiencies and operate a manufacturing business, while prioritizing the safety 
of their employees. In order to safely operate, the company required meticulous data 
tracking of employee attendance and interactions for contact tracing.

Solution: ThingLogix Workwatch
By implementing ThingLogix Workwatch Time and Attendance reporting, plus social 
distance monitoring, the customer was able to create a log of employee attendance 
and recent interactions. The company utilized social distance tag hardware, 
“SpaceTrace” tags, to track interactions and log them into Workwatch for  
detailed reporting.

Results: Increased worker safety 
With their Workwatch solution, the company is able to report on the degree of 
employee interactions by distance and time. These reports record interactions with 
specific people and can be used for contact tracing to understand who may have 
been exposed to a potentially ill employee.

Global Industrial Building Materials Manufacturing Company
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Getting Started

Contact us to talk about your reopening plans

Learn more

Workwatch market ready solution

https://www.workwatch.com/contact
https://www.workwatch.com/
https://www.onlogic.com/company/io-hub/workwatch_solution/
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ThingLogix helps modern businesses harness the power of The Internet of Things (IoT) with technology 
solutions and services that accelerate time-to-value and create sustainable business capabilities.

ThingLogix is a certified AWS Advanced Technology Partner. We operate globally from our offices in San 
Francisco, The Hague, and Dubai. For more information, visit us at: www.thinglogix.com.

Copyright © 2020 ThingLogix, Inc.

OnLogic is a global industrial computer manufacturer designing highly-configurable, solution-focused computers 
engineered for reliability for the IoT edge. Our systems operate in the world’s harshest environments and their 
industrial design, configurability and reliability make our Intel-powered edge devices a perfect match for the 
ThingLogix Workwatch software.

Founded in 2003, OnLogic has offices in the U.S., Netherlands, Taiwan and Malaysia, and have helped more than 
70,000 customers worldwide solve their most complex hardware challenges. You can find out more about how 
builders, makers and doers are making the impossible possible using OnLogic hardware at  www.onlogic.com.

Copyright © 2020 OnLogic
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